Frustrated by technology?
Try the seasoned professionals at Impact
Software innovators
A team of highly creative software engineers who
add real value to your business through
consultation and software development services.
Impact staff prides themselves on finding
innovative solutions where there may be
budgetary, operational or technical constraints.
Our teams depth of knowledge and experience
allows us to assess the wider picture, not just
providing a solution but ensuring it will fully
integrate with your existing business systems.
It’s amazing how much difference a little bit of
seasoning makes…

Our approach
Through thorough consultation we design a best
fit solution that takes into consideration not only
the technological requirements, but also the
usability needs, design look and feel and the
ultimate impact on your business as a whole.
We don’t believe in re-creating the wheel if it’s not
necessary. If your existing systems function, but
are restricting your business growth or are
cumbersome to use we can work with you to
refine and enhance these systems, thus keeping
your development costs to a minimum.

Our strengths
Experience - Our staff have hands-on track records of
developing, managing and implementing large scale financial
and management information systems for international clients. It
is this practical experience that we believe gives us the tools to
guide your project and provides you with a solid return on your
software investment.
Flexibility – utilising flexible development methods such as
prototyping and agile development methodologies as well as the
more formal functional specification, ensures our service fits your
way of working.
Project delivery – a solid track record of delivering complex
solutions on time and to budget. Achieved through investing
time up front to understand our clients’ needs and delivering
tangible results to their business.

If a complete green field development is what’s
required we’re no stranger to this environment
either and our team are sure to add value to your
project through a creative approach to problem
solving and a wealth of knowledge in a wide
variety of complex systems development.
A flavour of what we can do…

Just a sample of projects our team
have recently tackled
E-commerce stores, c#.net, MS SQL: PHP,
Virtumart, Joomla, MySQL: OS Commerce,
PHP, MySQL
Back-office solutions, SOP, POP, CRM, MS
Office, SAGE, Access Forms, MS SQL
CRM, VB, MS SQL: Filemaker Pro
Time recording solution, web and desktop,
SOAP, VB, MS SQL
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